Perspectives for the tissue engineering of cartilage from a biological and biomaterial point of view.
Tissue engineering has become a fast growing interdisciplinary branch of research at the interface between life and engineering sciences with important clinical end-points. In this context the regeneration of articular cartilage represents an exciting challenge since hyaline cartilage has a limited capacity for self-repair. Today the use of different scaffold materials combined with in vitro expanded chondrocytes and signalling molecules poses great hopes for an optimal treatment of articular cartilage defects. However, until today the optimal construct of scaffolds, cells and signalling molecules has not yet been found. Since repair and regeneration recapitulate in part ontogenetic processes, the present paper summarizes the regulative mechanisms of endochondral ossification in the growth plate of the long bones to identify possible new signalling molecules for the improvement of tissue engineering-based solutions in the treatment of cartilage defects. The growth plate represents a highly organized structure of chondrocytes and extracellular matrix components in distinguishable proliferation and differentiation stages. It is regulated by various paracrine and hormonal factors. In a second part we present actual trends in scaffold design based on synthetic polymers and natural polymers, stressing their potential use in the regeneration of cartilage defects from the point of view of bioactivity and biocompatibility. In conclusion, both new signalling molecules from basic research and innovative scaffold materials with variable physico-chemical properties open up new and interesting perspectives for the research in optimized tissue engineeredbased therapeutic strategies to treat cartilage defects.